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Abstract: In a modern smart energy system, the amount of available data from various sources is
growing significantly. Other sectors such as medical or social sectors exhibit the same phenomenon.
Due to the amount, complexity and heterogeneity of data, a complex algorithm is required for the
integration and analysis of heterogeneous data sources. The Web of Things and semantic-based
approaches address the fragmentation of standards, platforms, services and technologies in smart
energy and non-energy sectors, and enable heterogeneous data integration and interoperability.
This paper presents SiSEG, a semantic annotation service that is developed to automate the process
of annotating data and address the problem of heterogeneous data integration in a reusable and
extensible way by using the fuzzy method. Moreover, the accuracy of SiGEG has been evaluated.

Keywords: semantic annotation; smart energy data integration; web of things; heterogeneous data-set;
semantic web; AI

1. Introduction

The evolution in the smart energy system brings several challenges such as changes in
energy demand, grid infrastructure, penetration of renewable energy sources, electric vehi-
cles, and energy storage. From an Information and Communication Technology (ICT) per-
spective, the integration of the existing infrastructure in the smart energy domain requires
efficient and cost-effective solutions. To ensure such systems are technically successful and
widely adopted, ICT systems of different vendors and industrial companies must be able
to integrate [1]. Additionally, these systems need to interact with platforms from various
service providers for management and control [2]. Such a system is facing challenges and
interoperability issues due to different representations of variant data sources.

A framework that has been used for interoperability purposes is the Smart Grid
Architecture Model (SGAM), which is the main outcome of the Reference Architecture
working group mandated by the EU’s 490 Mandate [3]. Based on the SGAM framework
there are five different layers of interoperability [4]: Business layer which represents the
business view on the information (business models, market structures, business portfolios
etc.). Functional layer specifies the functions and services. Information layer which is the
data model and data semantics to be used to ensure a common understanding of the data
exchanged. Communication layer which is the communication mechanism (e.g., PLC or
Ethernet) and the communication protocol for data transmission. Component layer which
is the physical distribution of all participating components to connect systems or devices.
Base on SGAM, all interactions (i.e., physical, information-based and process-based) should
satisfy the interoperability principle. This includes from the field level (e.g., substation
automation, distribution automation and distributed energy resources), to remote opera-
tions (e.g., remote grid management), market management, service management, customer
management and others.
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The heterogeneity in communication, standardization and devices can be addressed
by presenting comprehensive information of a domain [5]. According to the work in [5],
a uniform view of the heterogeneous data sources has a direct impact on successful infor-
mation sharing and searching of systems that are utilized for data integration. There are
numerous applications in the smart energy and non-energy sectors that can benefit from
integrated information. For example, integrated information of the measuring devices in
the Smart Grid, traffic light sensors in the city, and user preferences can be used in a smart
living system use-case to optimize the charging time of the electric vehicle. Furthermore,
there exist other digitalized systems such as medical, agriculture, industry, education, etc.
that can benefit from the integration of heterogeneous data sources in reporting and query-
ing of existing services, for statistical analysis, online analytical processing, forecasting,
visualizing, decision-making and planning.

The motivation for heterogeneous data sources integration is twofold [6]: to facilitate
information access and reuse through a single information access point and to give certain
information needed from a complementary information system. Furthermore, heterogene-
ity of data sources can be classified into four main categories [7]: structure, syntax, system
and semantic.The structure heterogeneity refers to the different data models, syntax het-
erogeneity involves different languages and data representations. System heterogeneity is
about hardware and operating system differences. The semantic heterogeneity is classified
into three subcategories: semantically equivalent concept models use the same concept to
present different terms, semantically unrelated concepts different system with completely
different concepts uses the same term and semantically related concept generalization or
specification of the same concept. A similar classification of heterogeneity can be found
in [8].

The semantic web addresses the challenges of divers data integration for example
for the smart energy system [9–11]. In particular, semantic web technologies have been
employed to cross-cut domain-specific information and achieve a common understanding
of information for humans besides providing machine-readable information.

In this interest, ontology [12] as a semantic web language is intended to provide rich
and complex knowledge about things, groups of things, and relations between things. The
term ontology has been used in many ways and domains such as medical, social, energy or
education, [13–15]. In computer science, ontologies are introduced by Gruber [16] as an
“explicit specification of a conceptualization”. From this definition, an abstract model of
how humans commonly think about real things in the word is called conceptualization.
Furthermore, “explicit specification” describes the concepts and relations of the given
abstract model with explicit name and definitions [17].

Based on the structure of an ontology, predicates are used to name and describe entities
of a specific domain and their relationship. They represent the vocabulary at a conceptual
level that can show knowledge about the domain and a set of the relationship. Therefore,
ontologies and semantic web techniques are widely used to address data integration and
solve heterogeneity problems [18].

Semantic technology enables blending data from disparate sources and further in-
terlinking it as Resource Description Framework (RDF) statements into RDF triple-store
that can be used in many knowledge management solutions. By adding semantics to the
process of data integration, data pieces from disparate sources consolidate into meaningful
and valuable data. In addition, being the backbone of semantic technology, RDF enables
the inference of new facts from the existing data as well as the enrichment of the available
knowledge by accessing Linked Open Data (LOD) resources [19].

The current smart energy system only provides end-to-end message delivery and
lacks accessibility to semantic data. Organizations such as IETF, which manages Con-
strained Application Protocol (CoAP) standards, and Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) are working on standardizing and integrating semantic data models
into the protocols [20]. The semantic annotation technique can fill this gap of various
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knowledge representations and the lack of semantic data representation. Relationships and
interconnections can be established by applying semantic technologies.

Semantic annotation helps to add semantic meaning to the data and thereby describe
it in a more concrete way.

In this paper, our vision is to develop an automated approach for the rapid develop-
ment of interoperable smart energy applications using semantic web technologies, where
rapid means faster application development with low-cost and less manual effort. To ad-
dress the problem of heterogeneity of data sources, their integration and interoperability, an
automated semantic annotation service called SiSEG is proposed. It can be plugged into any
architecture and domain to provide interoperability and heterogeneous data integration be-
tween systems in an automated way using established communication and data standards.
We present SiSEG as an ontology-based semantic annotation service to automatically add
metadata to the raw data. Fuzzy analysis is used to automate the annotation process of the
raw data.

This paper is organized as follows. An introduction to the smart energy system
empowered by semantic technology, and a description of semantic annotation and fuzzy
analysis are provided in Section 2. The implementation details of SiSEG are presented
in Section 3. SiSEG is evaluated in Section 4 by using smart energy and IoT ontologies
described in Section 2.1 as an exemplary use case. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Semantic as a Service in the Smart Energy System

The Semantic Annotation Service (SAS) is the heart of the semantic interoperability
and heterogeneous data integration system that translates raw data and transfers it into
a knowledge center application or platform as it is shown in Figure 1. Such a system
facilitates interoperability and data integration at the data model level. In particular, to
cross-cut domain-specific information and achieve a common understanding of information,
semantic web technology has been engaged. At a high level, SAS connects external nodes
via the support of MQTT, XMPP, or CoAP. On the other side, it interfaces with other cloud
services via REST or a public protocol. The SAS acts as a mediator by processing raw data
received from nodes and providing metadata at different levels according to the system
requirements defined in an ontology.

Figure 1. Semantic as a service in the smart system architecture.
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2.1. Ontologies in Energy Domain

The revolution in the energy domain generates a large amount of data that is collected
in real-time to give an extensive knowledge of the system. In such a system efficiency,
interoperability and sustainability get more attention. Therefore, the smart energy system
has been studied in recent research with a focus on changing the data representation and
exchange technologies [21].

On the other hand, there have been several efforts for data exchange standardization
in the smart home, energy and Internet of Things (IoTs) sectors. The European Telecommu-
nications Standard Institute (ETSI) is currently working on a standardization activity and
defines an open ontology called Smart Appliances REFerence (SAREF) [22]. SAREF enables
information interoperability among IoT devices and servers using different technologies in
several domains.

The most common domain-specific smart energy data use cases which have been
explored in recent research projects using semantic ontologies are smart home, demand
response management, energy managements and micro-grids. The most related ontologies
have been summarized in [23–25]. In [24], the authors review existing ontologies in the
smart energy domain and propose the SARGON ontology which is an extension of SAREF
for cross-cutting domain-specific information and engaging smart grid with building energy
automation sector. Figure 2 shows an overview of the covered network of ontologies that
are interconnected via the core part of SARGON.

Figure 2. SARGON ontology network structure.

The modularity of SARGON enables its extension to any other standard and bridging
information of different domains. SARGON divides the list of defined devices into two
main categories of Building automation and Smart Grid. Two well-known standards IEC
and Common Information Model (CIM) are linked into the core ontology.

In this study, SARGON has been selected as an example of a domain-specific ontology
for annotating received data from the energy domain and stakeholders. The SAREF ontol-
ogy is taken into account as a second domain-specific ontology and used for correctness
validation in the assessment of the proposed tool.

2.2. Semantic Annotation Techniques

The provided raw data captured from heterogeneous data sources such as platforms,
applications, services and devices do not contain any semantic and require a manual
effort to build a more intelligent solution on top and provide information interoperability.
However, due to the lack of annotation standards, even recent Internet of Things (IoT)
services can not provide raw sensor data with included metadata [26].

Typically, smart energy applications are deployed in a bottom-up technique from sen-
sor, over gateway and service to the application. Therefore, it depends on the data provider
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how to control the sensor data and data structure. Consequently, domain information has
turned into various vertical sub-domains with no horizontal connectivity between them.

The lack of interoperability in such a system is a clear disadvantage for smart energy
applications that can benefit from multiple devices and data providers. To address the
interoperability issue while integrating heterogeneous data of various vertical domains,
raw data can be utilized by semantic annotation which uses standard mechanisms and
vocabulary between different data providers to normalize the data.

Annotating data is one of the major techniques to create metadata and put machine-
understandable data on the web. Moreover, the annotation of data is a costly and time-
consuming task. Therefore, using efficient approaches for the annotation tool is significant
for the performance.

The tools for annotating data can be categorized into three main groups [27]: manual
semantic annotations, semi-automatic annotation and automatic annotation. Many different
functionalities are required to make the annotation process as automatic as possible.

The data annotation schemes described in [28] transfer raw data to RDF based on a
provided scheme.

Besides the schemes description, the source mapping and annotation process have
been presented. However, such an approach does not always fit for only one specific schema
and is incompatible with heterogeneous data sources and vendors. Therefore, there have
been several efforts to address the task of semi-automatic and automatic data annotation
and query. In the following, some of recent and related techniques have been described.

Flexible and novel data integration has been introduced in [29] to annotate heteroge-
neous data using domain ontologies. However, semantic relations among heterogeneous
data are not effectively illustrated in this method. The work in [30] classifies the informa-
tion into no domain-specific and domain-specific with using linked data. This technology
is limited to the medical relevant databases. In [31], a weather monitoring system that
stores the sensor data in real-time and handles spatial and temporal queries is presented.
However, this research is also focused on querying historical data. The author of [32]
employed linked data to improve telecommunication operation by enriching the textual
documents. ReDy Artificial Intelligent (AI) method is used to engage mobile service with
the web of data. Therefore, the semantic annotation process utilizes the advantage of
information that is presented on the web. Nevertheless, multi-domains and cross-cutting
domain-specific information require linked data concepts. The crowdsourced semantic
annotation (SemAnn) [33] introduces a common collaborative annotation of text and tables
by using the hierarchical context of annotations, although it is mainly used for the text
annotation and limited to the DBpedia resources.

To cope with the aforementioned issues and improve scalability, the work in [34]
integrated the web of things (WoT) concept to include both manual and semi-automatic
annotators. The introduced method can be improved with unsupervised learning instead
of using supervised learning algorithms.

To tackle the problem of scalability, Semantic Annotation over Summarized sensOr
Data stReam (SEASOR) [35] has been introduced. It uses a sub-window partitioning method
and extended semantic sensor network (SSN). However, SEASOR is limited to the SSN domain.

There exists a limited list of automated annotation tools support for multiple vocab-
ularies. There is a general lack of freely available simple annotation tools that are not of
specialized use and limit the user to a specific ontology. Therefore, an automated and
modular solution address the existing gaps which inspire the development of SiSEG.

2.3. Fuzzy Method

The automated learning of models from experimental data is a core aspect of machine
learning. In machine learning, a set of data is used to produce a learning algorithm. It
takes a data set z ∈ Z where Z is Cartesian of a fixed set of attributes. The observation z
can be described in terms of a feature vector and is aimed to find any possible structure in
the data. In contrast to the traditional knowledge-driven approach, in machine learning,
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several complementary data-driven methods can be applied. Among those, fuzzy analysis
has been introduced as a data-driven adaptation method [36].

Fuzzy analysis is a method for solving problems which are related to uncertainty and
vagueness. It is used in multiple areas, such as engineering and has applications in decision
making problems, planning and production [36]. Over the past years, the fuzzy analysis
method has attracted attention for automated learning and the extraction of patterns from
experimental data [37]. In addition to this, it has been focused on the knowledge discovery
in database (KDD) as a response to the progress of digital data acquisition where there exist
limited human capabilities to analyze and explore large amounts of data.

Fuzzy analysis derives from the mathematical study of multi-valued logic. In a normal
logic, only the absolute truth is taken into account. Therefore, fuzzy analysis helps to mimic
the way humans analyze problems and make decisions, in a way that relies on vague or
imprecise values rather than absolute truth or falsehood [37].

SiSEG applies fuzzy analysis for ranking of extracted words and Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs). Decisions rely on vague and imprecise values rather than absolute
true and false. The annotation process in SiSEG is an uncertain decision as it integrates
diverse data that might not match with its knowledge base. SiSEG tries to find the closest
information by using fuzzy analysis.

3. SiSEG Implementation

All of the already existing annotation tools and services are semi-automatic or limited
to a specific ontology. To integrate heterogeneous data sources and provide interoperability,
an automated annotation service is beneficial to normalize the represented data without
limitation to the specific ontologies. Therefore, SiSEG implements an automated procedure
for annotating data. It receives heterogeneous raw data from the energy sector and also non-
energy sectors and adds metadata to raw data to generate annotated and normalized data
according to its knowledge base. SiSEG’s knowledge base is not limited to the energy sector
and can include other sectors as well. The fuzzy method is used in SiSEG for automating
decisions and generating annotated data.

An overview of the semantic annotation service is shown in Figure 3. As inputs, SiSEG
gets raw data in JSON or XML format and required ontologies as domain knowledge.
After processing and tagging the data, it generates annotated data in JSON-LD, RDF and
OWL formats. This annotated data can be used in any use cases where heterogeneous data
integration is required.

Figure 3. Semantic annotation service overview.

According to Section 2.1, in this study, SAREF for smart appliances and SARGON
for the smart energy domain are employed as knowledge base ontologies. Nevertheless,
SiSEG is valid for other knowledge base ontologies and ontologies form other sectors can
be considered.
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The data annotation block which shows the main functionality of SiSEG as a core part
of the procedure is detailed in Figure 4. The procedure of automating annotation of raw
data has four steps:

1. Keyword Extraction
2. URI Extraction
3. Feature Vector Generation
4. and Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Following this four-step process, a semantically annotated file in JSON-LD, RDF and
OWL format are generated as output.

Figure 4. SiSEG functions and process overview.

3.1. Step 1: Keyword Extraction

In order to annotate inputs with the most relevant URIs, it is important to extract all
keywords from the input [38]. Thus, in this step, keywords are extracted from raw data for
further annotation purposes. In case the raw data has a specific data-interchange format
(for example JSON), keywords will include all the strings in the JSON file. As JSON is a
format consisting of key and value pairs in which keys are strings and values will lead to
strings as well, this step will be a straightforward process of extracting all the strings in a
JSON file, splitting them by space sign and saving the split strings in a list as keywords. The
same process can be carried out if the raw data has XML format. Other helpful pieces of
data, such as data types of values in a JSON file, are extracted in this step. They will come
into use in further steps where we intend to filter irrelevant results or correct the input. In
case the raw data does not have any specific format or is a long string containing data to
be transferred, splitting the long string by space sign into small words is how keywords
are extracted. Raw data lacking a data-interchange format may cause lower accuracy of
the whole annotation process, thus a condition in which raw data have a specific format
(like XML or JSON) is considered advantageous comparing to raw data having no specific
format at all.

3.2. Step 2: URI Extraction

The second step includes querying data from knowledge bases. For this purpose, the
SPARQL query language is used to query over knowledge base models. The output of
the SPARQL query is a result set containing URIs or RDF nodes that might be relevant to
the keywords which were extracted in the previous step. A simple example of SPARQL
query over SAREF ontology is depicted in Figure 5. The query request selects subject nodes
which are a subclass of saref:Device node in the ontology. The result of the query request
is illustrated in Figure 6.

All the keywords which were extracted in step 1 are searched in the knowledge base to
find URIs or RDF nodes which are related to the extracted word. However, only querying
exact keywords from the knowledge base might not show all the desired URIs. As an
example, consider a case in which TemperatureSensor is extracted as a keyword in step
1. Only searching the exact word will show limited URIs which are directly explaining
“temperature sensor” and not showing other URIs which might be relevant, such as URIs
about “temperature” and “sensor” separately These are not the exact keyword, but might
be relevant none the less. As a solution to this issue, all morphemes of the keyword
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are extracted based on morphemes tree method [39] to analysis the word structure and
searched over the knowledge base. This way, words such as “temperature” and “sensor”
will also be queried from the knowledge base and, thus, relevant URIs will be included in
the result set. Figure 7 illustrates this process. Obtained results will be further analyzed
and filtered in the next steps.
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3.3. Step 3: Feature Vector Generation

In step 3, queried data (URIs or RDF Nodes) available from the previous step are
prepared for further analysis by assigning vectors to them which are called Feature Vectors.
Each Feature Vector has two elements comprised of two float values which are obtained
through the following methods based on fuzzy analysis:

• Surface Similarity
• Popularity

Surface Similarity value is calculated by measuring string similarity between input
and the label or comments assigned to the URI or RDF subject node in the ontology. By
comparing input and the mentioned labels or comments, a float value ranging from 0 to 1
is attained which is called Surface Similarity value. This value will then be placed as the
first element of the Feature Vector assigned to the URI.

The second element of Feature Vector includes the Popularity value of the URI. The
popularity value is calculated by obtaining the repetition number of the URI in the Query
result set of step 2. The more a URI is repeated in the result set, the higher its popularity
value will be.
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emperatureSenso
emperatureSensor

’T’

first loop

Temp
Tempe

...
Temperature

saref:Temperature
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related URI

Figure 7. Extracting morphemes of a keywordFigure 7. Extracting morphemes of a keyword.

Based on the dynamic and modular design of SiSEG, Feature Vectors can be modified
to achieve higher precision with minimum change to the rest of the tool. For this purpose,
alongside Surface Similarity and Popularity, new methods (represented by a float value)
can be appended to the tool. For this purpose, one of the techniques that can be employed
is Word2vec. Word2vec provides a numerical representation of each distinct word in the
form of a vector [40]. By comparing Word2vec vectors of keywords in the input with the
labels of URIs available in knowledge bases [41], a single float number is obtained which
can be appended into the already defined Feature Vector. In such a case, Feature Vectors
will be modified into higher dimensions while other steps require no change.
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3.4. Step 4: Support Vector Machine

The fourth step involves analyzing and filtering URIs. A Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is used in order to find URIs which are related the most to the input. This task is
done by the SVM using fuzzy method to classify each URI as relevant or irrelevant to the
input. Feature Vectors corresponding to each URI are used for this purpose. Initially, the
SVM has to be trained with a set of training data. Subsequently, a decision line is obtained
which is the main factor for further classification decisions. A simple example for the SVM’s
training process and the decision line as the output is illustrated in Figure 8.
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After the SVM training process ends, it can be used for classifying the first step’s result
as relevant or irrelevant to the input. Only URIs which are classified as relevant will be
used in further steps and the rest will be tagged as irrelevant data and will be excluded
from the output.

As the training process for SVM ends, URIs are sent to SVM as inputs and afterward,
they are classified as either relevant or irrelevant. URIs that are classified as relevant will
then be compared to each other considering their assigned Feature Vectors. Among a set of
relevant-classified URIs, ones with the highest distance to SVM’s decision line are chosen
as the most relevant data to input, thus they are included in the output JSON-LD file.

4. SiSEG Assessments

The analysis in this Section aims at evaluating the accuracy of SiSEG in terms of the
annotation and harmonization of raw data. Therefore, a list of random devices has been
selected to conduct the assessment of SiSEG. In this assessment, all tests were performed
offline on twenty-two random types of devices that are not limited to the energy sector to
address heterogeneous data sources integration. Further information regarding the type of
devices is given in Appendix A.

In addition, SiSEG performs not only the data publishing but also the context informa-
tion process to handle annotation steps that are already described in Section 3. However, in
this assessment, the accuracy of produced data has experimented and the computation time
of the process was not focused on. In the following Section, detail of assessment method
has been described.

4.1. SiSEG Assessment Method

To assess the produced annotated data, the result of SiSEG which is a generated
JSON-LD file for each device has been analyzed. To consider integration of heterogeneous
data, twenty-two dummy and randomly generated raw data sources with the same level
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of complexity corresponding to the different types of devices are sent to SiSEG as input.
Complexity can be identified according to the number of properties, relationships, meta
information and length of a message. In this process, all raw data were annotated using
both SAREF and SARGON ontologies as knowledge bases separately. At the end of the
process, SiSEG saves an annotated file that refers to a certain device with related properties.
Furthermore, to assess the results of SiSEG and identify its accuracy, the output of SiSEG is
categorized into three groups of relevant URIs, partially relevant URIs and irrelevant URIs.
The following description is given for each category:

Relevant URI An output file is categorized here if all URIs in the file match with a device
description from the knowledge base.

Irrelevant relevant URI An output file is categorized here if all URIs in the file do not
match with a device description from the knowledge base.

Partially URI An output file is categorized here if URIs in the file partly match with a
device description from the knowledge base.

Furthermore, as it is applied in Algorithm 1, the accuracy has been calculated by
dividing total number of relevant URIs to sum of relevant URIs, partially relevant URIs
and irrelevant URIs.

Algorithm 1 Calculating accuracy.

Require: URIs ≥ 0
Require: X, Y, Z ≥ 0

while URIs 6= 0 do
if URIs is relevant then

X ← X + 1
else if URIs is not relevant then

Y ← Y + 1
else if URIs is partially relevant then

Z ← Z + 1
end if

end while
Accuracy← X

X+Y+Z

4.2. SiSEG Assessment Result

Table 1 presents the average number of relevant URIs as a measure for the accuracy
of SiSEG in annotation of variant devices. The computation of the accuracy is done with
Algorithm 1.

Table 1. SiSEG assessment result.

Different Test Cases Relevant URIs (%)

No specifications in knowledge base 82.39%
Device defined in knowledge base 96.77%

Device not defined in knowledge base 27.27%
Using only SAREF as knowledge base 63.63%

Using only SARGON as knowledge base 95.45%

SiSEG reaches an overall accuracy of 82.39% in finding relevant URIs using SAREF
and SARGON together as knowledge base. As the list of devices was selected randomly
and not completely defined in the knowledge bases, this result was expected. Furthermore,
the average accuracy of finding relevant URIs is 95.45% if only SARGON is used as
knowledge base and 63.63% for SAREF. Such a difference can be seen between SAREF
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and SARGON, due to the fact that SARGON ontology is more general than SAREF and
including diverse devices.

In cases where the raw data describe a device that is defined in the knowledge base, the
average accuracy increases to 96.77%, while in cases where the raw data describes a device
that is not explicitly defined in the knowledge base, the average overall accuracy decreases
to 27.27%. As was predicted, this gap becomes smaller if devices or tested data sets are
known in the knowledge base. SiSEG is proposed for heterogeneous data integration and
it is modular. This accuracy can be varied between 27.27% to 96.77% depending on the
data set and knowledge base. Of course, accuracy can stay at 96.77% if the data set will be
known to the knowledge base.

According to the assessment result, it is shown that, if a list device that is known or
partly known in the knowledge base will be evaluated, then the accuracy of SiSEG will stay
similar to the given assessment. Moreover, the accuracy will drop if the tested devices are
not defined in the knowledge base. The accuracy of SiSEG depends on the type of devices
and the given knowledge bases. However, both limitations are acceptable since SiSEG is
modular and reusable. Therefore, the knowledge base of SiSEG can be modified to include
a more relevant list of devices to enhance the accuracy.

Moreover, the result shows that SiSEG is more accurate than the comparable annotation
tool SemAnn (see Section 2.2 and [34]). According to the article [34], the accuracy of SemAnn
is 40% for closely related, 30% for vaguely related, and 30% for unrelated. The accuracy of
SemAnn can increase to 97% depending on the number of recalling URIs. SiSEG achieves
the better accuracy than SemAnn as it does not depend on the number of recalling URIs
from knowledge base to annotate the data.

5. Conclusions

Heterogeneous data integration in smart energy and non-energy systems requires
intelligent and interoperable solutions to conduct a uniform and harmonize data repre-
sentation. In this study, semantic technologies are employed to harmonize the received
raw data from diverse resources and facilitate accessing and integrating heterogeneous
data. To foster the harmonization process, an automated service for semantic annotation is
required. However, there exists a limited list of automated annotation services and tools
that support for multiple domain ontologies. Therefore, in this article, SiSEG as a modular
service has been proposed and its development procedure has been described to address
the existing gaps in automating the process of semantic annotation. SiSEG is a service
and solution for integrating energy and non-energy sectors where heterogeneous data
integration is beneficial.

Furthermore, the accuracy of SiSEG is evaluated in terms of finding relevant and
meaning in the annotated result. Based on the result, SiSEG is more accurate than SemAnn
which is a comparable tool for semantic annotation with SiSEG. Although, the accuracy of
SiSEG depends on the type of devices and taken knowledge base. These dependencies are
acceptable as SiSEG is a modular service and user can adopt different knowledge bases to
achieve higher accuracy. Moreover, observed accuracy shows that if we use SARGON and
SAREF as knowledge bases, it is promising to bring SiSEG in real and practical use-cases in
several sectors such as medical, education, industrial, agriculture, etc.

The modularity of SiSEG provides a wide operational domain as its knowledge base
can be changed according to the required domain. Furthermore, SiSEG can be extended
to provide more features to the service. Besides the improvement suggestions from the
evaluation, we consider the most important future work to be in extending SiSEG to store
and publish the annotated data in the Open Annotation ontology server [42] and optimize
the defined method to increase the accuracy of SiSEG even when using unknown devices
and more complex scenarios.
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Appendix A

The list of tested devices is Actuator, Floor, RVK, Light Switch, Temperature, Meter,
Smoke, Door Switch, Current Meter, Wash Machine, Water Flow Meter, PV, HVAC, Room,
Lighting Device, Building, Charging Station, Traffic, Pollution, Weather, Battery Storage,
PMU. Furthermore, Figures A1 and A2 present an example of received raw data and
annotated data for a Floor.
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